# CNM Impact Recap - Fiscal Year 2022: Continuing to respond to communities and organizations in crisis.

## Answered the Sector’s Pressing Questions

Through extensive outreach efforts, events, consulting engagements, partnerships, and the Helpline, CNM provided nonprofit leaders with solutions to address their pressing needs, strengthen their capacity, and access much-needed funding to counter the historic challenges facing our sector.

### 1+ Million

Times CNM provided leaders with answers

## Distributed Skill-Building Scholarships

Several leading foundations and government agencies provide their grantees with scholarships to attend CNM’s capacity-strengthening training and events where they learn new skills and best practices while forging long-lasting relationships with peers.

### $52,700

In scholarships distributed to 455 recipients to attend CNM’s training and events

## Advocated for Equitable County Funding

CNM directed LA County’s Economic Resiliency Task Force Nonprofit & Philanthropy Work Group to continue pushing County leaders to address outdated, inefficient contracting policies and practices.

### 75

Nonprofits working toward solutions

### 2

Unanimous board motions

## Trained Nonprofit Change Makers

Responding to challenging conditions, CNM led seminars, workshops, and certificate programs, including the transformative leadership development program for emerging BIPOC managers working currently in Southern California.

### 136

Sessions

### 4,756

Participants

## Collaborated with Leading Nonprofits

CNM researchers and strategists led large, collaborative initiatives across Southern California to strengthen the connection between nonprofits and the residents they serve with a focus on providing community insights and driving systems change.

### 41

Initiatives

### 332

Organizations served

## Monitored Emerging Trends

Surveying clients and tracking changing organizational needs in real time, CNM produced a local snapshot and a compensation and benefits analysis that reflect the current state of nonprofit funding, workload, staffing, and service delivery.

### 2

Reports

### 716

Respondents

## Hosted the 501(c)onference of 2022

CNM’s inspiring annual 501(c)onference brought together diverse peers and missions to explore avenues for solving problems, improving outcomes, enhancing organizational wellness, and putting inclusive practices into meaningful action.

### 2

Days

### 287

Participants